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East View Press is the journal and book publishing division of East View Information Services and its related
company, East View Geospatial. We currently produce six periodicals geared toward serving researchers and
others interested in major international and public policy questions, especially as they relate to the geographic
areas of China, the Far East and the former Soviet Union. East View Press also publishes carefully selected
books dealing with international politics, Slavic and Sino studies, military affairs and history, and geography
and mapping.
Regardless of format, East View Press has the mission of adding special value (usually by translation into English)
to authoritative source materials in order to make them available to the widest possible audience globally.

East View Press has a new website!
Visit the new and improved www.eastviewpress.com to:
• Find information on all our journals and books
• Purchase books in print, online or e-book format
• Request exam or review copies of our publications
• Purchase journal subscriptions in print, online or print+online format
• Browse an ever-growing library of free articles from our journals
• Connect to East View On Demand, a new service that allows users to browse, search and purchase millions
of articles from the digital archives of East View Press publications and other East View resources
The East View Companies
Since 1989, East View has uncovered and distributed an amazing collection of key vernacular-language materials from countries
all over the world. These publications are available by subscription and pay-per-view to scholars and students all over the world.
But since most of these materials are inaccessible to end-users who do not read the original languages, the responsibility of East
View Press is to selectively bring forward, reformat, translate and publish them in English. Our strongest motivation is to provide
vital information to researchers and analysts in the international and public policy fields.
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JOURNALS | China & Far East
The Current Digest of the Chinese Press

An English-language collection of news coming out of China

Each week, The Current Digest of the Chinese Press presents a digestible collection of articles from key Chinese news sources on such topics as politics,
international relations, security, economics, business, public health, environment,
education, culture and more – all in English.

ISSN 2162-2566 (online)
Weekly, in English
Online $1,362

The rise of China is one of the compelling stories of our time. Yet it can be difficult
for a person with an abiding interest in China to get a broad-survey, comprehensive
understanding of current events as reported by mass media in the People’s Republic of China, especially if he or she lacks Chinese-language fluency.

The Current Digest of the Chinese Press removes such obstacles, offering readers,
regardless of Chinese language ability, a much clearer (if more complex) view of
the current Chinese reality.

Far Eastern Affairs
A Russian journal on China, Japan and the Asia-Pacific region
Far Eastern Affairs is a quarterly journal of the Institute for Far Eastern Studies
at the Russian Academy of Sciences. The journal provides in-depth discussion
of Russia’s relations with China, Japan, North and South Korea, as well as other
countries of the Asia-Pacific region. Russia’s relations with this region, and with
China in particular, are key to understanding the shifting balance of power in
today’s world. Far Eastern Affairs is an excellent resource for gaining insight into
this region and Russia’s role there. It is also the only scholarly Russian journal
available in English on this region.
ISSN 0206-149X (print)
ISSN 1947-2641 (online)
Quarterly, in English
Print $624
Online $573
Print+Online $668
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JOURNALS | Russia
The Current Digest of the Russian Press

A weekly selection of translated articles from major
Russian newspapers
Published since 1949, The Current Digest of the Russian Press is a leading
publication in the field of Soviet/Russian area studies. Each week, it presents a
selection of Russian-language press materials, carefully translated into English.
Intended for use in teaching and research, the translations are thus presented as
documentary materials without elaboration or commentary, and state the opinions
and views of the original authors, not the publishers of the journal.
ISSN 2159-3612 (print)
ISSN 2159-3639 (online)
Weekly, in English

With clearly delineated subject headings, CDRP covers such key topics as economics, politics and political reform, foreign policy, international affairs, legal
reform, public health, and other social, cultural and legal issues.

Print $2,974
Online $2,888
Print+Online $3,218

International Affairs
A Russian journal of world politics, diplomacy and
international relations

ISSN 0130-9641 (print)

Offering unique, first-hand analysis of major foreign policy and security issues
facing Russia and other former Soviet republics, this world-renowned journal is
the English translation of the Russian-language journal Mezhdunarodnaia zhizn
(www.interaffairs.ru), which is published by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the
Russian Federation. The editorial board of this journal is traditionally headed by
the minister himself, while the journal’s contributors are primarily experienced,
high-ranking diplomats. As such, International Affairs is an excellent primary
source for anyone interested in the course of Russian policy in foreign affairs.

ISSN 1938-2588 (online)
Bimonthly, in English
Print $1,025
Online $963
Print+Online $1,103
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JOURNALS | Russia
Social Sciences
A quarterly journal of the Russian Academy of Sciences
Social Sciences presents the most prominent papers and studies appearing in
more than 30 journals of the Russian Academy of Sciences. Covering the most
pressing issues of Russia’s social and economic development, Social Sciences
includes articles on philosophy, history, economics, politics, sociology, law, philology, psychology, ethnography, archeology, literature and culture.

ISSN 0134-5486 (print)
ISSN 1938-2553 (online)
Quarterly, in English
Print $767
Online $722
Print+Online $811

Military Thought
A Russian journal of military theory and strategy
The elite military journal known in Russia as Voennaia mysl’ was founded in 1918
and has been classified for nearly 70 years. Since 1992, East View has published
the English translation of this journal as Military Thought. A unique source of
information on the development of Russian military theory, Military Thought offers
articles on Russian military reform, tactics and strategy of modern combat, and
counterterrorist and security operations.

ISSN 0869-5636 (print)
ISSN 1938-257X (online)
Quarterly, in English
Print $1,510
Online $1,451

As an organ of the Russian Defense Ministry, the journal’s contributors are top military personnel and leading lecturers from Russian military universities and colleges. Military Thought publishes studies on the experience of modern war (especially
local wars and armed conflicts), and includes pieces devoted to the methodology
of military science, art and development, as well as pertinent developments in the
natural sciences and engineering. Special attention is paid to the operational training of the army, the moral and psychological training of military personnel, and the
education and legal support of the Russian military establishment.

Print+Online $1,655
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JOURNALS | Collections, Back Issues & Archives
Universal Database of East View Press Publications
The Universal Database of East View Press Publications (UDB-EVP) contains eight English language journals published and/
or available exclusively through East View Press. The database focuses on the geographic region of China, Russia and the
former Soviet Union. Topics covered in the database include domestic politics, international relations, foreign policy, economics, military affairs, business and commerce, public health, the environment, social sciences, archaeology, art, culture,
geography, sustainability, and more.
UDB-EVP includes the titles: Chinese Cultural Relics; The Current Digest of the Chinese Press; The Current Digest of the
Russian Press; Far Eastern Affairs; Geography, Environment, Sustainability; International Affairs; Military Thought; and Social
Sciences. The database puts a wealth of information about this dynamic region at your fingertips, and all conveniently in
English. Order this collection and save over $1,500 the rate of purchasing the individual titles. The database also comes
loaded with back issues of each title (2010-current) at no extra charge provided a current subscription is maintained.
Contact press@eastview.com to subscribe or to arrange a free 30-day trial to the Universal Database of East View Press
Publications.

Looking for more from East View Press?
Individual articles and back issues of all East View Press journal titles are available for purchase through our EVXpress
Document Delivery Service. Visit www.eastview.com/services/evxpress to get started.

East View Press Journal Archives
East View Press offers online archives of all of its journal titles. Our current archive holdings include:
The Current Digest of the Chinese Press: 2011-current
The Current Digest of the Russian Press: 1949-current
Far Eastern Affairs: 2000-current
International Affairs: 1955-current
Military Thought: 1990-current
Social Sciences: 1998-current
Chinese Cultural Relics: 2014-2018
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NEW BOOK | Russia and the Middle East
Russia and the Middle East
Viewpoints, Policies, Strategies
This collection of articles and essays paints a compelling portrait of Russia’s
Middle East vision and its development over the last two decades. Carefully
selected by Fyodor Lukyanov, editor in chief of the acclaimed journal Russia in
Global Affairs, many of these pieces are written by officials who played a direct
part in crafting Russian policy in this dynamic region: from the late Yevgeny Primakov, prime minister under both Yeltsin and Putin; to longtime Foreign Minister
Sergei Lavrov, UN adviser Vladimir Orlov, and Energy Minister Aleksandr Novak.
Edited by Fyodor Lukyanov
ISBN 978-1-879944-75-6 (print)
ISBN 978-1879944-73-2 (online)
ISBN 978-1879944-70-1 (e-book)
Paperback, 2019, 382 pp, English
P $49.95 | O $199.95 | E $39.95

Russia and the Middle East also features contributions from reputable scholars
on a range of topics that include regional conflicts, the Arab Spring, terrorism,
Islamic doctrine, demographic trends and much more. The collection closes
with a prescient article that contemplates the geopolitical effects of a US withdrawal from Syria.
These experts, diplomats and state leaders address other relevant questions
such as:
• Why did Russia choose Syria as the place to reassert itself as a
superpower?
• How do Russia’s geopolitical interests in the Middle East coincide and
conflict with those of the West?
• What repercussions has the Arab Spring had on the region and the
world as a whole?
• How can the global community address the problem of terrorism?
• What economic opportunities does this region offer?
The issues examined in this collection will engage a wide audience of researchers, students and policymakers who have even peripheral interest in the Middle
East, the Muslim, and Russian geopolitical perspectives.

“As Putin’s Russia ended its retreat from Great Power politics and challenged the dominance of the US in the Middle
East, pundits in the West have struggled to understand Moscow’s motives… This is the place to start to sort
through the confusions that have obscured understanding of the stakes for Russia and the US in that vital region.”
— Ronald Grigor Suny, William H. Sewell Jr. Distinguished University Professor of History, The University of Michigan

“A rewarding and revealing collection of essays from Russia’s most authoritative commentators outlining Russian
views on the Middle East, contemporary warfare and international affairs since 2005. Anyone wishing to understand Russia’s activities in the contemporary Middle East and its outlook on the region and international affairs
needs to read this.”

— Stephen Blank, American Foreign Policy Council, Co-author, Russia in the Middle East (Jamestown, 2018)
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BOOKS | China
High-Speed Rail Networks
and Population Mobility Management in China

By Huang Suping

China’s high-speed rail networks have been world-renowned for their cuttingedge technology, efficiency and unparalleled ability to move large numbers
of people over long distances. Co-published by East View Press and Social
Sciences Academic Press, High-Speed Rail Networks and Population Mobility
Management in China describes in great detail how high-speed rail has changed
the way the Chinese live and work, as well as how cities in the country have
grown and developed. Written by one of China’s preeminent sociologists, this
book is a must-read for anyone wanting to understand the potential of highspeed rail networks and their effects on the world.

Translated by Chen Fuyu
ISBN 978-1879944-77-0
Paperback, 2018

About the Contributors

408 pages, in English

Author Huang Suping is a lecturer at the School of Sociology and Political
Science of Shanghai University. She holds a Ph.D. in Management Science
and Engineering and a Post-doc in Public Management. Her research interests
include population economics, regional development, employment and social
politics. Huang has published in journals such as Population and Economy,
Urban Planning Forum, and Canadian Social Sciences.

$39.95

Translator Chen Fuyu is an Associate Professor at the School of Foreign Languages at Chongqing Jiaotong University. He holds a MA in Interpreting and
Translation Studies.
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BOOKS | Russia
Russians on Trump
Press Coverage and Commentary
Do you think Trump’s victory is a miracle? No, it’s history taking a deep breath!
— Alexander Prokhanov, Editor, Zavtra newspaper
No relationship has been reported on or analyzed as much as the one between
the American 45th president and the US’s former cold war rival. Now Russians
on Trump gives you the perspective of the Russians themselves.

Edited by Laurence Bogoslaw
Foreword by Mark Galeotti
ISBN 978-1879944-89-3 (print)
ISBN 978-1879944-88-6 (online)
ISBN 978-1879944-78-7 (e-book)
Paperback, 2018, 402 pp, English
P $24.95 | O $199.95 | E $21.95

Ranging from the academic to the comic, the stories in Russians on Trump dig
deep into what the ascendancy and presidency of Donald Trump have meant to
Russian writers, journalists and commentators.

Russians on Trump sets out to show a view of Donald Trump that has gotten very
little exposure in the American media but is critically important: the perspective
of Russia. News, analysis and commentary about Trump, drawn directly from the
Russian press—before 2016, during the election campaign, and after his surprise
win—fill crucial gaps in the knowledge of what the Trump-Russia relationship
means to both sides.
The book traces the relationship of Trump and Russia from 1997 to the present
day. It looks at the personal image that Trump projects in Russia, the inferences
that Russian analysts make from his statements, and the unforeseen reverberations of his policies. Fascinating, enlightening and entertaining, this collection will
interest both serious scholars and anyone with an interest in digging deeper into
the Trump presidency.

“If you want to know what the Russians think of Donald Trump, there’s no better way than reading what they say
about him in their press—and there’s no better and more comprehensive survey of that than this book.”
— Prof. Mark Galeotti, Senior Researcher, Institute of International Relations, Prague

“Well-organized and edited, this intriguing volume should serve as an excellent resource to those thoroughly
interested in Trump’s position on the world stage.”
—Kirkus Reviews

“Anyone wanting to know more about U.S. Russian relations should read this book.”
— Walter Moss, professor emeritus of history at Eastern Michigan University
and author of A History of Russia, Vol. I and Vol. II
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BOOKS | Russia
Oil of Russia
Past, Present & Future
A detailed history of the Russian oil industry
by LUKOIL president Vagit Alekperov

By Vagit Alekperov
ISBN 978-1879944-07-7 (print)
ISBN 978-1879944-48-0 (online)
ISBN 978-1879944-11-4 (e-book)
Hardcover, 2011, 558 pp, English

Oil of Russia: Past, Present and Future presents a detailed history of the oil
industry in Russia by one of its leading figures – LUKOIL Oil Company president
Vagit Alekperov. Divided into three chapters, the book focuses on the formation and
development of Russia’s oil industry from ancient times until the end of 1917; the
various developmental stages of the Soviet oil industry during the period of 19181991; and the transition from the authoritarian administrative system of economic
management of the Soviet era to the free market system.
Oil of Russia: Past, Present and Future includes six full-color photo inserts, an
overview of major Russian oil companies, profiles of key historical and contemporary figures, a selected bibliography, a full listing of Vagit Alekperov’s previous
works, and an index.

P $75.00 | O $375.00 | E $49.95

Arkhiv vneshnei politiki Rossiiskoi Imperii
Putevoditel’
Guidebook to the archives of tsarist Russia’s
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

ISBN 1-87994436-7
Hardcover, 1995

A unique, never before available guidebook opens the files on the documents, letters and communiqués driving Russia’s foreign policy from the
late 16th century through 1917. The Arkhiv vneshnei politiki Rossiiskoi
Imperii holds over 500,000 documents in about 400 record groups, primarily encompassing the years 1720 to 1917, with some documents dating
from 1537. This guidebook was the first ever to be published for an archive
totally devoted to the conduct of Russian foreign policy, whether from the
Imperial or Soviet periods.

452 pages, in Russian
$59.95
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BOOKS | Russia and International Affairs
War in Syria
Russian Press Coverage, 2015-2017
War in Syria: Russian Press Coverage, 2015-2017 fills a unique niche in
political and military studies by presenting key events in the Syrian civil
war—the deadliest conflict of the 21st century—from a perspective that differs
markedly from Western reportage.

ISBN 978-1879944-93-0 (print)
ISBN 978-1879944-92-3 (online)
ISBN 978-1879944-69-5 (e-book)
Paperback, 2017, 354 pp, English
P $39.95 | O $199.95 | E $29.95

Coverage starts with Russian President Vladimir Putin’s September 2015 decision to send military forces into Syria. The book closes on a hopeful note,
just after the signing of the May 2017 Astana agreement to establish “safe
zones” in the war-torn country.
Articles are authored by a broad range of Russian commentators, including diplomats, military experts, political analysts and journalists. Publishing
sources are all based in Russia, but they run the gamut from state-sponsored
newspapers to independent online journals. Carefully translated and annotated,
War in Syria contains material never before published in book form in English.
This collection is a must-read for students, professors, researchers, journalists
and anyone else wanting to learn more about Russia’s role in the Middle East
in particular, and in geopolitical conflicts and diplomacy in general.

Contents
1. Russia’s Decision to Intervene in Syria: Motivations, Tactics and Strategy
2. Damaged Relations With Turkey
3. Russian, Western Goals Clash in Syria
4. Partnership Between Russia and the West
5. Syrian Conflict in the Global Security Context
6. Moscow, Washington Broker First Syrian Ceasefire
7. Russia Pulls Its Troops Out of Syria
8. Russia, US Move Closer to a Deal as Focus Shifts to Aleppo
9. Russian-Iranian Cooperation
10. Russia, Turkey Restore Relations
11. Turkey Launches Operation Euphrates Shield
12. Syria Ceasefire Brokered – and Broken
13. Russia, Turkey and Iran Launch the Astana Process
14. Trump Election Touches Off Changes in Anti-ISIS Coalition
15. US Responds Militarily to WMD Attack in Syria
16. Astana Process Resumes With ‘Safe Zones’ Agreement
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BOOKS | Russia and International Affairs
Countdown to War in Georgia
Russia’s Foreign Policy and Media Coverage of the Conflict in South Ossetia and Abkhazia
The events leading up to the 2008 war as reported by
the Russian media
The August 2008 events in South Ossetia ushered in a new low in Russian-American relations and forced the rest of the world to reevaluate how they view Russia
and their policies toward it. While world opinion, especially in the West, tended to
take a negative view of Russia’s actions, throughout Russia there has been almost
universal, even emotional support of the steps taken by the Russian government.
ISBN 978-1879944-04-6 (print)
ISBN 978-1879944-49-7 (online)
ISBN 978-1879944-15-2 (EPUB)
ISBN 978-1879944-05-3 (MOBI)
Hardcover, 2008, 579 pp, English
P $44.95 | O $249.95 | E $19.00

Countdown to War in Georgia provides in-depth coverage of Russian perspectives
on this long-developing crisis. Covering the period from 1989 to late August 2008,
the book includes articles from some of the most widely read newspapers and
foreign policy and security publications in the Russian Federation today.
The first section of the book includes hundreds of Russian newspaper articles
originally translated into English and published in The Current Digest of the (Post-)
Soviet Press. The second section includes articles on foreign policy, security issues
and peacekeeping operations originally translated into English and published in the
journals International Affairs and Military Thought. All of these articles have been
carefully translated from the original Russian and presented without commentary
in order to render an accurate picture of Russian views and policy regarding the
Caucasus.
This is an invaluable resource for anyone interested in gaining a perspective on
these events other than those seen in the Western media, and is also an important
tool for understanding Russia’s overall policy toward Georgia and the West.
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BOOKS | Military Affairs
Elite Warriors
Special Operations Forces From Around the World

Edited by Ruslan Pukhov &
Christopher Marsh
ISBN 978-1879944-99-2 (print)
ISBN 978-1879944-98-5 (online)
ISBN 978-1879944-90-9 (e-book)
Paperback, 2017, 263 pp, English
P $39.95 | O $199.95 | E $39.95

Elite Warriors: Special Operations Forces From Around the World is the latest
book from the Centre for Analysis of Strategies and Technologies (CAST), a
Moscow-based think tank focused on military and security issues. Presenting
a collection of essays by leading military and security analysts, Elite Warriors
offers a detailed assessment of the organization and capabilities of a selection
of special operations forces from around the world. Featuring countries such as
China, Iran, Israel, Jordan, Poland, Russia, Turkey, and Ukraine, Elite Warriors
gives a comprehensive breakdown of the current composition, roles and chain of
command of the various types of elite forces within each country. Also included
are details concerning personnel recruitment and training, weapons and gear,
brief histories and select combat records. Elite Warriors is an ideal reference
for anyone interested in the unique role that these special forces play in their
respective countries.
Full list of countries featured in Elite Warriors:
• Algeria
• Italy
• China
• Jordan
• Colombia
• Poland
• France
• Russia
• Germany
• Singapore
• Iran
• Turkey
• Israel
• Ukraine

“Elite Warriors represents one of CAST’s broadest analytical efforts to date and one of the first such studies
dedicated to special operations forces.”
- Matthew Bodner, Defense News

“Elite Warriors: Special Operations Forces From Around the World is an exceptionally well-researched book and
forms a valuable resource for scholars studying special operations forces—particularly those that are not of
American or British origin. Each one of the chapters—which are essentially stand alone research papers—offer
detailed analyses of various nations’ forces—often with details not found anywhere else. Scholars in Washington
will find the sections on Russia, Ukraine, Iran and China to be particularly useful.”
- Dave Majumdar, The National Interest
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BOOKS | Military Affairs
Brothers Armed
Military Aspects of the Crisis in Ukraine
Brothers Armed, the latest publication from the Moscow-based Centre for Analysis of Strategies and Technologies, provides military context for and unprecedented detail about the strategic confrontation between the Russian Federation
and Ukraine, bringing greater balance and detail, more candor, and increased
objectivity to a subject fraught with confusion, misunderstanding, and historical
animosities.
By Vasiliy Kashin et al, 2nd Ed.
ISBN 978-1879944-65-7 (print)
ISBN 978-1879944-86-2 (online)
ISBN 978-1879944-85-5 (EPUB)
ISBN 978-1879944-64-0 (MOBI)

In this updated and expanded second edition, Brothers Armed builds on the
critical analysis presented in the first, examining the military reform efforts of
both Russia and Ukraine, the antecedents to Russian intervention in Crimea, the
military and political mechanics of the intervention itself, and the nature of and
grounds for the subsequent Russian annexation. New essays examine what has
transpired in the region since the annexation of Crimea and assess the causes
and possible consequences of the ongoing crisis in Ukraine.

Paperback, 2015, 333 pp, English
P $39.95 | O $199.95 | E $39.95

Shooting Star
China’s Military Machine in the 21st Century
An objective study of the developments and progress made by China’s defense industry over the last twenty years, including an in-depth analysis of
China’s arms imports and exports.
Written by Moscow’s prestigious Centre for Analysis of Strategies and Technologies, this book presents a highly detailed account of the major corporations that make up the current structure of China’s defense industry and a
thorough survey of China’s activities on the international arms market.
By Mikhail Barabanov et al
ISBN 978-1879944-09-1 (print)
ISBN 978-1879944-51-0 (online)
ISBN 978-1879944-34-3 (EPUB)
ISBN 978-1879944-12-1 (MOBI)
Paperback, 2012, 176 pp, English

Shooting Star outlines China’s key defense corporations in all defense industry
segments, the various government agencies that oversee these state-owned
corporations and the activities of each corporation and their various subsidiaries. The book examines China’s arms imports and military and technical
cooperation with various exporters, before focusing on Chinese arms exports,
specifically exports during the period from 1992-2010, and closes with an exhaustive list of the weapons categories China offers to its foreign customers.

P $39.95 | O $199.95 | E $29.00
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BOOKS | Military History
Strategy
A seminal work by the renowned Russian military strategist
Aleksandr A. Svechin (1878-1938), Russia’s most intellectually honest and
provocative military theorist, has been heralded as the “Soviet Clausewitz.”
This book, strongly influenced by the writings and analyses of the contemporary and classic European figures of Svechin’s day, represents his concept of
the best approach to national security for the Soviet state.

By Aleksandr A. Svechin
ISBN 978-1879944-33-6 (print)
ISBN 978-1879944-71-8 (online)
ISBN 978-1879944-17-6 (EPUB)
ISBN 978-1879944-13-8 (MOBI)
Paperback, 1992, 374 pp, English
P $39.95 | O $199.95 | E $39.95

East View presents the English translation of the second edition, a foreword,
three book reviews of Svechin’s original text from the Red Army’s Voina i
revoliutsiia [War and Revolution], and a bibliography of Svechin’s published
works. It is supplemented by several analytical essays written by:
• Dr. Andrei A. Kokoshin of the Institute of the USA and Canada and the
person singularly most responsible for Svechin’s renaissance;
• General-Major (ret.) Valentin V. Larionov, a renowned figure for his
central role in the Soviet classic Military Strategy, edited by Sokolovskii;
• Army General Vladimir N. Lobov, the former Soviet General Staff chief
and a respected military intellectual in the Soviet High Command;
• Dr. Jacob W. Kipp, the foremost American authority on the historical
development of Russian and Soviet military thinking.
This edition of Strategy belongs in the collections of every college and military
library, international relations scholar, and specialist of Soviet and Russian
history.
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BOOKS | Military History
Tsentralnyi gosudarstvennyi arkhiv Sovetskoi Armii
Putevoditel’ v dvukh tomakh. Tom. 1/ Tom. 2
A two-volume archival guide to the Soviet Army Archive
The Central State Archive of the Soviet Army (now the Russian State
Military Archive) contains some of the most important and sensitive documents relating to the early history of the Soviet state with some 2,000,000
documents in almost 33,000 record groups documenting the years 19171941 for the Soviet military.

Edited by L.V. Dvoinykh, T.F. Kariaeva
and M.V. Stegantsev, in Russian
Vol. 1: ISBN 1-87994402-2
Hardcover, 1991, 421 pages, $59.95
Vol. 2: ISBN 1-87994403-0
Hardcover, 1993, 531 pages, $59.95
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Volume 1 contains detailed references to records on key events of the later
interwar period, records from the central Soviet military organs of the entire period, and much more. Volume 2 begins with large sections devoted
to the bulk of the Archive’s holdings: documents on the directorates and
staffs of rifle and cavalry formations and units. Subsequent sections detail
the separate and independent units of the Red Army, and the Archive’s
holdings on Red Army special forces, among others. This volume also includes an index of military divisions, a bibliography of all works published
on the basis of the Archive’s holdings, and a comprehensive subject index
to the entire two-volume guidebook.
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BOOKS | Military History
Maps of the Battleground of
Gallipoli (Gelibolu) and the Dardanelles
A Turkish View

By Cevat Ülkekul
Edited by Brendan Whyte &
Christopher Pugsley
ISBN 978-1879944-95-4 (hardcover)
ISBN 978-1879944-97-8 (paperback)
2017, 110 pages, in English

Maps of the Battleground of Gallipoli (Gelibolu) and the Dardanelles: A
Turkish View provides a rich guide to the maps of the 1915 Gallipoli Campaign theater and its environs. This book traces the strategic importance
and cartographic history of Gallipoli and the Dardanelles back to antiquity,
before focusing on the maps made by both the Allies and Central Powers in preparation for, during, and after the Gallipoli Campaign. Includes
numerous color illustrations and photos, as well as maps printed in color
in their entirety, many of which may not have been seen previously by
English-language readers.
This book is an updated edition of the Turkish book Altın Kapı Çanakkale
Boğazı ve Çanakkale (Gelibolu) Savaş Alanının Haritaları (2015), authored
by Major-General Cevat Ülkekul (ret.), former director of the General Command of Mapping, the national mapping agency of Turkey, and translated
into English by the current director of the General Command of Mapping,
Colonel Osman Alp, Ph.D.

Hardcover $99.95
Paperback $49.95

About the Contributors

Author Major-General Cevat Ülkekul (ret.) graduated from the Turkish Military Academy in 1950, received a BSc Degree from the Higher Technical
School of Surveying in 1953, and became a surveying engineer. In 1962, he graduated from the Faculty of Law at Ankara
University. He was promoted to Brigadier-General in 1981 and to Major-General in 1986. He has published 16 books—three
in Turkish and English; two in Turkish, English and French; and the remaining in Turkish. He has published more than 30
articles in a variety of journals, one of which was published abroad.
Translator Colonel Osman Alp, Ph.D. graduated from the Turkish Military Academy in 1985 and from the Higher Technical
School of Surveying in 1987, where he received a BSc degree and graduated as a surveying engineer. He received his
Master’s and Ph.D. degrees in Geodesy from Istanbul Technical University in 1993 and 1998, respectively. He also earned a
Master’s degree in European Union Law from the Faculty of Law at Selçuk University in 2007.
Editor Brendan Whyte completed a doctorate in political geography at the University of Melbourne, and is currently Assistant Curator
of Maps at the National Library of Australia, where he pursues research interests in transportation, cartographic and military history.
Editor Christopher Pugsley has authored/edited 19 books. A former Senior Lecturer in War Studies at the Royal Military
Academy Sandhurst, he is an Adjunct Professor in the School of Humanities, University of Canterbury; a Distinguished Alumni
of the University of Waikato and Fellow of the Royal Historical Society. He is a Vice President of the Western Front Association
and was appointed an officer in the New Zealand Order of Merit in 2015.
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BOOKS | Maps & Geography
The East View World Geographical Atlas
Fully updated contents, including the latest population data
and the addition of the world’s 195th country - South Sudan
The East View World Geographical Atlas features 176 maps (including
insets), as well as:

ISBN 978-1879944-08-4
Hardcover with slipcase, 2011
31 x 42 cm
440 pages, in English
$195.00

• Detailed physical and political maps of Europe, Asia, Africa, North
America, South America and Oceania, plus a world
time zone map
• Satellite images of the world, oceans and each of the main regions
• Complete mapping coverage with accurate reliefs, political boundaries,
urban hierarchy, and main transport networks
• Precise, exclusive designs and colors for physical features, including
ranges of altitude and depth of seas and oceans
• Large-scale mapping of Europe – the most detailed coverage among
similar atlases
• An expanded section on maps of the oceans
• Use of official local place names on large scale maps
• Detailed geographical glossary and index of names

Russian Military Mapping
A Guide to the Most Comprehensive Source of Global Geospatial
Intelligence
Russian Military Mapping is the English-language translation of the current edition
of a basic manual used in the Russian Armed Forces to introduce Russian officers
to topographic and other special maps. This book is a major contribution to the
literature of understanding and interpreting Russian (or Soviet) topographic maps.

ISBN 978-0974297-31-6 (print)
ISBN 978-1879944-50-3 (online)
Hardcover, 2005
188 pages, in English
P $295.00 | O $195.00
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This manual contains material systematized into the following major sections:
general information on the Earth’s atmosphere, weather and climate, winds, and
concepts of time; basic data on topographic and special maps; description of
terrain types and their tactical properties, and procedures for maintaining the
commander’s working maps.
The appendices contain several types of reference data, sample topographic and
special maps, tables of symbols used for topographic maps, and some conventional designations and abbreviation used in combat documents.

www.eastviewpress.com • press@eastview.com

BOOKS | Maps & Geography
TERRAIN ANALYSIS SERIES
East View’s Terrain Analysis Series is based on detailed analytical reports found on the verso side of the 1:200,000
scale Soviet military-topographic map series. Expertly translated by East View, the series makes an abundance of
detailed local geographic data accessible to a global audience.
Each title in the series is composed of individual reports analyzing the terrain and relevant geography of a specific
portion of the country. The reports themselves are structured into six parts, describing populated places; local roads
and transportation networks; topography and soils; hydrology; vegetation, and climate. Following this description for
each area is a full-color small-scale overview topographic map of the region under examination, as well as a full-color
soil map. Where possible, East View has updated or supplemented the reports with additional geospatial and population
data from authoritative sources and locally sourced content.
Titles in the Terrain Analysis Series are available as hardcover books or e-books. East View also offers each title as a
fully searchable XML database subscription with clearly marked geonames. Please inquire at online@eastview.com
for trial requests and pricing information.

AVAILABLE TITLES
Terrain Analysis of
Afghanistan

Terrain Analysis of
Syria and Lebanon

Terrain Analysis of
Ukraine

ISBN 978-0974297-30-9 (print)

ISBN 978-1879944-62-6 (print)

ISBN 978-1879944-23-7 (print)

ISBN 978-1879944-47-3 (online)

ISBN 978-1879944-87-9 (online)

ISBN 978-1879944-24-4 (online)

128 map sheets, in English

47 map sheets, in English

154 map sheets, in English

Hardcover, 2003, 390 pages

Hardcover, 2015, 160 pages

Hardcover, 2014, 476 pages

P $195.00 | O $295.00

P $195.00 | O $295.00

P $195.00 | O $295.00
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ORDERING INFORMATION
Five convenient ways to order:

• Online at www.eastviewpress.com
• Call us at +1.952.252.1201
• Fax your order to +1.952.252.1202
• Email us at press@eastview.com
• Mail your order to our Minneapolis office

ISBN/ISSN

Title

Format

Price

Qty

Total Cost

MN residents add applicable sales tax
$5 per book S&H (US only), inquire for intl rates

TOTAL
Payment Method (please check one)
__ check

__ purchase order no. _____________________

card # _____________________________________________

__ credit card (Visa/MC/AmEx)
exp date ____________

name ______________________________ signature ______________________________
institution ___________________________

title _________________________________

address _________________________________________________________________
city/state/zip code ___________________________________________________________
phone _____________________________

email ________________________________

Please note:
• All billing and payments in US dollars
• Prices are subject to change without notice
• Individual pricing is available for all of our journals please inquire for details
• All orders from individuals must be pre-paid
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